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The Trail
A Letter From the Editors...
We’re all hoping everyone had a nice break from school on the couple
snow days we had! However, let’s hope for warmer weather very, very
soon. Enjoy this next issue of The Trail! We’re covering polar bears, tigers,
fashion, and more! Thank you to the best advisors at Rutgers, George
Clark and Kristen Goodrich.
-Ella, Micah, and Dru
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Government Shutdown
Spells Disaster for Our
National Parks
By Dru Corbeille

The National Parks Service (NPS), a branch of the federal government,
experienced unique and demanding challenges during the recent government shutdown.
Both the economic and ecological burden was significant with implications leading far
into the future. While the possibility of another shutdown is looming, the extent of
damages as well as potential mitigation strategies remain uncertain.
The financial situation of the National
Parks Service was already in a fragile state
prior to the government shutdown that began
December 21st, 2018. Billions of dollars in
deferred projects and maintenance that
plagued the service was increasingly
exacerbated by the halt in government
support. The Park Service employs
approximately 20,000 individuals. According
to the National Parks Conservation
Association (NPCA), over 16,000 park service
employees were furloughed, leaving very few available to perform routine maintenance
and security on our 80 million acres of national park lands. Approximately a third of the
nation’s parks were completely closed. Closed sites included historical homes, museums
and areas with buildings that could be easily secured. Larger parks with many access
points were difficult to close, block off and properly supervise. Educational trips for
schools and community programs were cancelled. This loss of access barred many visitors
from experiencing some of our nation’s most prized resources and educational
opportunities. It also stopped the flow of entrance revenues paid by visiting patrons. The
NPCA estimates that the NPS lost as much as $400,000 per day in entrance fees. In the
parks that remained open, many visitors’ centers and restrooms were closed to the public.
Garbage and human waste buildup was inevitable as facilities were closed and service
employees were cut back. Reports of extensive waste buildup was characteristic across the
country. Human waste polluted the streetways and led to infrastructure damages. All of
the damage and filth will have to be cleaned up and repaired by the park service, accruing
additional costs that would have been avoided with normal routine maintenance. During
past shutdowns, the government often chose to close the parks. The current
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administration decided to leave many parks open yet largely unstaffed, and thus, critically
vulnerable. Economic consequences within the park system also had a profound effect on
the surrounding communities and their economies. The NPCA estimates that “on an
average day in January, 425,000 park visitors spend $20 million in nearby communities.”
Staff shortages also posed a danger to the public, as search-and-rescue delays
occurred and regular patrolling of trails either lessened or halted completely. There was at
least one death reported in which the park service would have likely prevented provided
there was proper staffing.
Financial interruptions are only part of the resulting consequences of the
government shutdown. Vandalism, littering, trespassing, and off-road vehicle use
contributed to significant losses and injury to the natural state of many of the parks.
Multiple counts of vandalism, and off-road vehicles performing “donuts”, damaged large
areas of desert landscape in Death Valley National Park. Usually well-protected desert area
suffered significant ecological damage as many of the native species live beneath the
ground during the winter.
Joshua Tree National Park - Courtesy of the NPS
The ecological damages were also
severe at Joshua Tree National Park.
Vandalism, illegal camping, trailblazing and
other destructive actions led to heavy losses.
Especially troubling were reports that Joshua
trees (which are considered endangered), were
cut down and/or destroyed during the
shutdown. Joshua Tree Superintendent, David
Smith, wished to close the park indefinitely,
although his decision was overturned by the
National Parks Service. The extent of actual damages and the mitigation required remains
unknown due to a lack of staffing and the recent nature of this catastrophe.
The extent of the damages and resulting consequences of the record-breaking
government shutdown is still unfolding and remains uncertain. In the proceeding months
and perhaps years, there will be a continued need to donate to the mitigation of the
damages done to the parks as well as participate in coordinated volunteer efforts. Hopefully
as a nation, we can join together to help regain some of the tarnished glory of our national
parks and prevent disasters like this from occurring in the future.
Works Referenced
Douce, Emily. “How Is the Partial Government Shutdown Affecting National Parks?” National Parks Conservation As
sociation, National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA), 16 Jan. 2019, www.npca.org/articles/2029-howis-the-partial-government-shutdown-affecting-national-parks.
Gibbens, Sarah. “National Parks Face Years of Damage from Government Shutdown.” National Geographic, National
Geographic, 7 Jan. 2019, www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/01/why-national-parks-trashed
-during-government-shutdown/.
Mandel, Kyla. “Here's What Happened in Death Valley during the Shutdown, Ac cording to Staff Logs.” ThinkProgress,
ThinkProgress, 6 Feb. 2019, www.thinkprogress.org/death-valley-national-park-shutdown-beeae102c9f1/.
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In the fast-paced world we live in, one
where time is money. Deadlines and bills are
everyday anxiety inducers that crowd our
existence. We are constantly pushed to move
along with the herd and get done what we
must to make ends meet. As a consequence,
ethics often take a back seat. For those who
strive to earn a moral badge titled
“environmentalist”, living the way we deem
honorable in a material focused society can be
a challenge, one that weighs heavily on our
shoulders.
I believe it is a responsibility among
those who care about the Earth to lend a
helping hand to others who seek to make
change and live in harmony with our
environment, making environmentalism as
easily accessible as possible. As a brand
ambassador for Porch Finds, I’m attempting to
open a gateway, however small by showing you
how you can take some of the hottest trends
seen on celebrities, and recreate them utilizing
thrifted garments and some basic pieces you

Porch Finds

Camo Print
Camouflage was everywhere in 2018 and the trend holds promise for 2019 as well. Luckily, camo pants
are super easy to find in second-hand shops. I have two pairs of my own and I love how versatile and
comfortable they are. When I first bought them, I was skeptical of being able to pull them off since
they’re rather bulky. I learned that I can balance out the weight of these pants by pairing them with a
lightweight crop top (as seen on Bella hadid) or tee, something most people already have in their closet.
The key to pulling of camo, just like most bold prints, is to allow one piece to take center stage.
Everything else you wear should compliment, not compete with the pattern.
Vintage Dresses
I think there’s really something to be said for the craftsmanship of
vintage clothing in general, but especially for dresses. I actually bought
my gown and jewelry for senior prom from a vintage store called
Another Man’s Treasure (if you’re ever in Jersey City it’s worth
checking out) and it’s one of the most well-made items I own.
Something to be aware of when shopping in vintage stores is that the
clothing is often tailored and may fit smaller than how they appear on
the rack. Don’t be discouraged if you’re not fitting into your usual
size.Today, a lot of clothing is made with stretchy jersey or nylon mixed
fabric, whereas older garments are more structured. Therefore, when
shopping for vintage dresses you should always try them on before
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purchasing...and be patient because it might take a while to find one that fits right, but it’s well worth the
effort!
Featured above is a stunning long-line bodycon dress worn by Karlie Kloss at Tom Ford’s 2019 fashion
show. Longer lengths and nude color schemes are really making a comeback this year. Tied together,
they give off a mature, classy appearance.
Oversized and Relaxed
Confidence is key! We’ve been so hung up on wearing
clothes that are form fitting to look attractive. In all honesty,
you look as good as you feel so take advantage of this trend
and spend a day in a thrifted oversized hoodie and your
mom’s 90s Levis. Going out? For the ladies, polish up the
look like Ariana Grande does in this photo, with calf-high
booties and a slick up-do. For the guys...a pair of crisp white
sneakers and a windbreaker or bomber jacket with white
accents is ideal to keep your outfit laid back with a clean

These are just a few of the ways you can incorporate secondhand styles into your wardrobe (which is why I use the term
“guidelines”). I invite you to get creative, because fashion
has no set rules. If you think you can pull it off that’s the only
thing that matters. Another thing that makes shopping
second-hand interesting is that the clothes you find are not
limited to the trends of today. You can find clothes from any
era, so do some searching, have a blast and set a trend. I’m
excited to see new looks on campus!

Works Referenced
“Ariana Grande Photos Photos: One Love Manchester Benefit Concert.” James L. Brooks Matt Groening Pictures,
Photos & Images - Zimbio, www.zimbio.com/photos/Ariana Grande/One Love Manchester Benefit Concert/
Tay6ApRzflq.
Fasanella, Allie. “Karlie Kloss Makes a Sultry Arrival in a Nude Gown With the Pointiest Pumps at Tom Ford's NYFW
Fall '19 Show.” Footwear News, Footwear News, 7 Feb. 2019, footwearnews.com/2019/fashion/celebrity-style/
karlie-kloss-nude-dress-tom-ford-nyfw-fall-2019-front-row-1202740042/.
Nesvig, Kara. “Bella Hadid Wore Camo Pants and a Crop Top.” Yahoo! News, Yahoo!, 13 Oct. 2018,
www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/bella-hadid-wore-camo-pants-145036900.html.
“Porch Finds's Shop.”Depop, www.depop.com/porchfinds/.
“Style Profile: The Weeknd.” FashionBeans, FashionBeans.com, 9 June 2016, www.fashionbeans.com/2016/styleprofile-the-weeknd/.
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Plastics

Just

There are so many issues that we face today,
even when just examining those centering
around environmental issues. In many cases,
environmental issues are multidisciplinary in
nature, connecting with other areas such as
politics and waste management. Plastics, such
as bottles and casings, have become a
pressing issue recently. It has become
common to hear of the amount of plastic
produced or wasted (there being enough to
wrap around the world), in a variety of
different forms, multiple times. Here are some
facts relating to plastic pollution:

The

Facts

“Less than a fifth of all plastic is
recycled globally. China’s
rate is 25 percent. The United
States recycles just 9 percent
of its plastic trash” (Parker).

By: Marissa Guzik

W

hen problems are not right in front of us
- not right in our immediate vision- we can
forget about them and their importance. A
blazing stove takes more precedence than a
leaky faucet. Both of these are problems, but
the amount of time it takes between
acknowledging and addressing them is
different. Sometimes, for each of us, life
becomes too busy, stressful, and different
responsibilities or events come up that distract
us from the other problems that the world still
faces, even if we cannot clearly see them.
On the other hand, it is quite possible that we
have not even heard of these issues or the full
scale of the issues- it is new information. No
matter what the reason, it is important to take
a step back and be reminded of the different
environmental issues that we face today.

“If plastic production isn’t
curbed, plastic pollution will
outweigh fish pound for pound
by 2050” (“Fact Sheet: End”).

“There is more microplastic in
the ocean than there are stars
in the Milky Way” (“Fact Sheet:
End").

With all this plastic available and its long
lifespan, reuse and recycling could be a
possible part of the solution. However, in order for this to happen, more emphasis is
needed to be placed on the importance of
recycling as a global effort.
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Deforestation
Deforestation is another issue that is a bit
older and its effects are appearing and
accumulating as of recently. This includes
affecting climate change and global
warming with increase of carbon dioxide
emissions from cutting down the trees. Here
are some facts about this:
“According to satellite data,
tropical forests are being
destroyed at a rate of about 8
million hectares (31,000 square
miles) a year — an area
equivalent in size to the state of
South Carolina or the Czech
Republic” (“Deforestation”).

“11% of emissions-When forests are
cleared, they emit carbon dioxide.
Eleven percent of global
greenhouse gas emissions caused
by humans can be blamed on
deforestation — equivalent to the
emissions from all the cars and
trucks on Earth” (“Deforestation”).

A drive force behind deforestation is the
agricultural industry in search of more
land to produce more food for the evergrowing demand. However, a more
effective solution for these concerns
would be to look at the food waste and
focus on implementing more sustainable
agricultural practices to preserve the
land while increasing food supply. It is
shown that “by 2050, the global demand
for food could double. A more
sustainable alternative is using
existing farmland more
efficiently, rather than clear
more forests to grow
food” (“Deforestation”).

Volume 11, Issue 4

Just because these issues may be placed on
the back-burner, does not mean that no
change or action is necessary. Although
some improvements over the course of time
have been made with technological
advancements and human efforts, more
change and action is still needed in order to
fix these problems. This requires examining
our own lives as well and seeing where
possible incremental changes could be
made, such as supporting sustainable
businesses and practices.

Sources:
“Deforestation: 11 Facts You Need to Know.”
Conservation International,
www.conservation.org/stories/Pages/11deforestation-facts-you-need-toknow.aspx.
“Fact Sheet: End Plastic Pollution.” Earth Day
Network, 13 Mar. 2018,
www.earthday.org/2018/03/07/factsheet-end-plastic-pollution/. “

Fast Facts about Plastic Pollution.” National
Geographic, National Geographic
Society, 20 Dec. 2018,
news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/05/
plastics-facts-infographicsoceanpollution/.
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Black Lung Cases Surge as Silica Dust Fills the Air
By Micah R. Gartenberg

Black lung disease has plagued the coal
mining industry since its beginning and countless
miners have suffered from the disease. Similar to
many other diseases, however, the incidence of
black lung experienced a decline as medical
technologies improved and regulations on
worker health and safety tightened. So why have
cases of black lung resurfaced in recent years,
including the largest cluster of cases ever to be
documented?
To understand the resurgence of black
lung, it is important to first understand the
disease. Black lung is the common name for coal
workers’ pneumoconiosis, which is a disease of the lung common amongst coal miners. As a
miner inhales the air in a coal shaft, dust particles settle within the intricate channels
throughout the lung. The body recognizes the foreign particles which “provoke the body's
immune response, but because the invaders are mineral—rather than bacterial or viral—cells
die, and inflammation damages tissues.” Prolonged exposure can lead to deterioration of the
lung, fibrosis, and scar tissues. This internal damage afflicts those with the disease with
coughing, shortness of breath, and tightness in the chest.
Because of the association with coal mining, a common misconception about black lung
is that it results solely from the inhalation of coal dust. While coal dust is the main contributor
to the development of black lung, silica dust plays an important role in the disease that has
often gone without consideration. When mining equipment removes silica dust stored within
quartz or other rock containing coal, “the particles are very, very fine, so they're easily
inhaled… and they’re also very sharp.” As a result, these particles of silica become lodged
indefinitely within the lungs of miners that inhale them. The silica shards exacerbate
deterioration of the lung and development of further symptoms, and contribute greatly in
cases of black lung.
Silica dust concentrations increase as pure coal deposits are depleted. When mining
equipment cuts through pure coal, only coal dust is released. When the coal is embedded in
rock, such as quartz, the rock releases silica dust. At a certain point, “the big coal seams in
Appalachia were played out, and what were left were thinner seams that were embedded in
this rock.” The increasing trend of mining for thinner seams creates an even more dangerous
work environment for coal miners.
Policy and programs for miners or former-miners affected by black lung are rarely
implemented and far-reaching enough to make meaningful progress towards reform. The
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government has attempted to
provide x-ray testing for active
miners that may have the disease.
Unfortunately, however, “the law
limits them to only testing working
miners…and the testing is
voluntary so…the participation
rate is really low.” A substantial
portion of those affected by the
disease are no longer active
miners, who without the benefits
provided, are forced to pay for
private care at clinics.
With the discovery of how harmful silica dust can be and considering the current lack of
support for those suffering from black lung, it seems necessary for the government and
mining industry to come together to increase protection for miners. An investigation by NPR
and “Frontline” into the new cases of black lung interviewed Rep. Bobby Scott (D-Va.), the
chair of the U.S. House Committee on Education and Labor, [who] says he will schedule
congressional hearings on the epidemic of advanced black lung disease. The media has
effectively centered this issue of black lung resurgence on the agendas of at least some
politicians, so time will tell whether or not miners and former-miners will receive additional
assistance from the government.
To learn more about the most recent developments in the black lung epidemic, watch the
informative documentary Coal’s Deadly Dust, a collaboration between NPR and “Frontline”:
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/coals-deadly-dust/
Works Referenced
Berkes, H. (2019, January 22). Calls for Change Follow FRONTLINE/NPR Black Lung Investigation. Retrieved
February 4, 2019, from https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/black-lung-disease-investigationchanges/

Fessenden, M. (2018, February 08). Study Uncovers Startling Number of Black Lung Cases in Coal Miners.
Retrieved February 4, 2019, from https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/largest-cluster-black
-lung-cases-marks-worsening-miners-disease-180968105/
Web MD Staff. (2016). Black Lung Disease: Causes, Symptoms and Treatments. Retrieved February 2, 2019,
from https://www.webmd.com/lung/black-lung-disease#1
Yang, J. (2019, January 22). Coal miners have been inhaling deadly silica dust for decades. Now they're dying.
Retrieved February 6, 2019, from https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/coal-miners-have-beeninhaling-deadly-silica-dust-for-decades-now-theyre-dying
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Climate Change is Becoming Un-BEAR-able
By Ella Grande
Over the past few months, the village of Belushya Guba, located on the Novaya Zemlya
islands of northern Russia, has had a few uninvited guests. And by a few uninvited guests, I
mean 52 hungry polar bears. They have been entering homes and office buildings which have
led officials to declare a state of emergency. Residents are afraid to send their children to
school or even go outdoors. Historically, bears do not care very much for humans. They go
about their business and we go about ours. Bears have no vendetta against us nor do they
want to attack us, they are simply just looking for their next meal. However, it’s normal to see
a bear or two during a hike or at a campsite. The fact that there are now at least 52 bears
rummaging through an entire village, naturally calls for extreme caution. Although one might
believe that stumbling across a pack of polar bears in your backyard is scary, the reason they
are there may very well be a bad omen.

"Polar bears are reliant on seals for food and seals rely on sea ice. Global warming is
melting the ice so it has a chain reaction on how polar bears can survive” says Liz Greengrass,
a director at a UK animal conservation charity. As temperatures rise and the ice melts, polar
bears have no place to hunt forcing them to travel to find food. Unfortunately, this migration
has led them to a fully functioning Russian village. However, it may not just be coincidence
the bears chose this town. They are being lured to the local trash dumpsite. Just like at a
campsite, bears are drawn to the scent of food which can be detected from miles away. As
long as the trash remains there, the bears won’t leave.
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A similar situation occurred in Canada in the early-2000s. Bears were attracted to a municipal
waste facility, forcing them to shut down the site while the town relocated its operations to a
warehouse. Bears remember where they’ve had a good meal, so even if they do leave, they’ll
instinctually return to their favorite dining spot. As for now, officials are using noise deterrents, bearproof storage containers, brighter public lighting, and even rubber bullets to deter the hungry
intruders. Luckily, polar bears are a protected endangered species in Russia so hunting the bears is
not an option. Ian Stirling, an adjunct professor at the University of Alberta who’s been working with
polar bears for more than 45 years notes this important observation:
“The bears would likely leave town if the sea ice forms up in March, but they’ll likely be back in
Novaya Zemlya and elsewhere as sea ice continues to shrink. The situation on Novaya Zemlya is a
preview of what’s to come as the climate continues to warm and people push into a thawing Arctic.
What we’re seeing there in Novaya Zemlya is a harbinger of the future.”

Works Referenced
Becker, R. (2019, February 12). Why polar bears invaded a Russian village. Retrieved from https://
www.theverge.com/2019/2/12/18222072/polar-bear-invasion-novaya-zemlya-russia-garbage-climate
-change
Kramer, A. E. (2019, February 11). Hide the Children. The Polar Bears Have Invaded. Retrieved from
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/11/world/europe/russia-polar-bears-emergency.html
Stambaugh, A. (2019, February 11). Polar bear invasion: Parents scared to send children to school.
Retrieved from https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/11/asia/polar-bears-russia-intl/index.html
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Stormwater Management: Needed or
Simply Another Tax?
By: Ahmad Hamdan

Introduction
Stormwater management often dubbed the “rain tax” has started to gain attention within New Jersey as the
bill (S-1073) which authorizes municipalities to employ stormwater utilities. This bill was created in an effort to
reduce rainwater runoff (largely
caused by impervious surfaces), and
to promote public health through the
proper management of stormwater.
The premise of this blog series is to
introduce voices from various
community leaders and organizations
that would be directly affected by this
policy. In essence, I plan on bridging
the gap between community
stakeholders to initiate effective
bipartisan discourse on this particular
policy and addressing the rapidly
aging water infrastructure within New
Jersey.
Case Study(s)
The Environmental Protection Agency
released a report presenting 12 separate case studies as to how local municipalities established and
implemented stormwater policies. The EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
requirements seem to be the primary catalyst for growing stormwater codes. Yet, through these 12 case
studies, there are specific local goals reflected in the regulations. Many of the communities, including Olympia
(Washington) and Lenexa (Kansas), require developers to manage the stormwater created by impervious
surfaces they decide to install. While others, such as Alachua County (Florida) and Chicago (Illinois), require an
overall reduction in the amount of impervious surfaces being installed. Often times, these regulations seem to
be lumped in with the mentality that this will be an impediment to businesses, especially those that are local
and family owned. However, regulations like these have shown to prompt innovation as opposed to stifling

business. Through the lens of these case studies, we can see communities begin creating innovative
solutions to local stormwater codes which lead to better water quality outcomes.
A Different Perspective
Tony Bawidamann, vice president of government affairs for the New Jersey Business & Industry
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Association, recently released an Op-Ed stating that the solution for New Jersey’s infrastructure needs are
not found in this bill. The over-arching theme to his argument seems to be that the vague policies outlined
in this bill could force property owners to deal with two sets of bureaucracies and fees for the same
property. He states that “We also understand the goal of the sponsor to address non-point source
pollution, flooding and infrastructure needs.” But he staunchly opposes New Jersey “overburdening”
businesses with more fees that may not be used appropriately or in the most efficient manner.
Next Step
The culmination of this series should allow the citizens of New Jersey to be informed on this policy so that
municipalities adequately assess whether the utility is needed. My goal is to try and be as objective and
widespread as possible in terms of various voices from different communities, businesses, and
organizations alike that may be affected by this policy. Due to IRB constraints, individuals can only be
interviewed when speaking on behalf of a community, business, or organization so there will be no
personal opinions.

Courtesy of EPA:
Description: Communities across the United States from (clockwise from top left) Olympia, Philadelphia,
Seattle and Lenexa, are using a range of policies to
add new green infrastructure.
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By Alejandra Aguilar

Northern South America, is home to one of the largest mangrove forests in the world. A Mangrove is a
shrub or tree that grows in coastal or saline brackish water. Upon looking at these trees, one can notice how
densely compacted and tangled its roots are, whilst submerged in water. The importance of these Mangrove
trees lies in not only in the livelihood of the local Colombians, but for the environment as well. The job of the
Mangrove tree is extensive: it prevents shoreline erosion, hurricane winds, rain, and flood. But the greatest job of
the Mangrove, is that it is the largest carbon secuestor in the world, four times more so than rainforests can.
Since the 1940’s, the world has lost half of its Mangrove forests. The causes for their decline are due to
human activities such as expansion of aquaculture pools, cutting of trees for construction, and the picking of
piangua, a shellfish which provides oxygenation of the sediments. Although countries like Colombia have
dedicated two Natural National Parks to promote Mangrove trees, the Apple company has stepped in as of
recently and has “invested an undisclosed amount” to protect and restore them. The proposed project, though
planting trees will reduce around 17,000 metric tons of carbon in the first two years. The company’s interest in
investing will make it “carbon neutral” due to the emissions that will be produced by cars that will update Apple
Maps over the course of the next few years. Although, Apple has brought light to this important environmental
issue, it is just as important for the people of countries like Colombia to be educated on how to take care of their
local ecosystems, so its longevity can be sustained for future years to come.
Works Referenced
Peters, Adele, and Adele Peters. “Apple Is Investing in a Huge
Mangrove Forest in Colombia.” Fast Company, Fast Company, 14
Sept. 2018, www.fastcompany.com/90236715/apple-is-investingin-a-huge-mangrove-forest-in-colombia.
“Northern South America: Northern Colombia.” WWF, World
Wildlife Fund, www.worldwildlife.org/ecoregions/nt1409.
“Fate of Colombian Shellfish Pickers Closely Tied to Mangrove.”
Conservation News, Conservation News, 22 Nov. 2016,
news.mongabay.com/2016/11/fate-of-colombian-shellfishpickers-closely-tied-to-mangrove/.
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Tigers in Crisis

By Olivia Schwartz

Bengal tigers are one of the world’s largest tiger populations. They are the
classic type of tiger you think of, having orange and white fur with bold black
stripes. As sea levels continue to rise, Bengal tiger populations could be destroyed over the course of the next 50 years. New studies show that the endangered Bengal tiger’s habitat is being threatened by climate change. There are
only approximately 4,000 tigers remaining in the wild, and this number is subjected to a rapid decline with the effects of climate change. These Bengal tigers
live in the Sundarbans of India and Bangladesh, which is the world’s largest single area of mangrove forest. It is estimated that these mangroves provide habitat for between 250-400 tigers, in addition to many reptile, commercial fish,
bird, and mammal species. The Bengal tigers of these mangroves are now
equivalent to the polar bears in sea ice as being one of the habitats that are
most directly threatened by climate change. With the projected sea level rise of
11 inches by 2070, tigers will be unable to survive in the Sundarbans. Water will
engulf the mangroves making it impossible for not only tigers, but the entire
ecosystem to survive. Sea levels might even rise more rapidly than predicted,
which will be detrimental to the tiger population sooner than we expect.
Sea level rise due to climate change is
not the only reason that these tigers are
in danger of being wiped out. Tiger
populations already continually have to
deal with poaching and habitat loss.
Tigers are poached mainly for their skins
and body parts. They are highly regarded
in the use of traditional Chinese
medicine, folk remedies, and as a symbol
of status. Tigers are also illegally poached for their pelts to be sold on the black
market. Habitat loss also highly threatens Bengal tiger populations. Habitat loss
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through deforestation affects the wildlife, ecosystem, weather patterns and
even the climate. When humans cut down these forests, they are clearing these
essential habitats and threatening many species, including tigers. This is why
there is a crucial need for conservation efforts to save wild tigers.
How can we save Bengal tigers from approaching extinction?
Governments and natural resource managers need to take immediate steps to
conserve the mangroves of the Sundarbans and prohibit the poaching and
killing of tigers. This can be done by limiting the deforestation and urbanization
of mangrove areas to preserve the Bengal tiger habitats. The Sundarbans are
experiencing greater industrial developments and new roads that put pressure
on the ecosystems of its existing mangroves. Another recommendation is to
have the neighboring countries of India and Bangladesh increase the flow of
freshwater and sediment deposit to the coastal region in order to better
replenish the land. The more of the Sundarbans that can be conserved, the
more resistant they will be to climatic changes and rising sea levels. Overall, the
conservation of Bengal tigers is extremely important. The tiger is not just
another exotic animal living in a remote forest. Bengal tigers play an important
role in the diversity of an ecosystem. They are the top predators on the food
chain, which means that they maintain the balance between predator and prey
interactions. If these tigers go extinct, the entire ecosystem would eventually
collapse.
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Mothering May Not Be Able to Know Best:
Mental Illness and Its Toll on Parents
By Gina Sbrilli
Recent studies are pinpointing
parents that are at risk for mental
illness in response to the condition of
their children. The two areas that
have long been suspected of having
the strongest effect on parents are the
initial birth of a child, and a child
diagnosed with a life-threatening
medical illness, according to the Wall
Street Journal.
In the former case, researchers
dove deeper than just identifying
standard post-natal depression, and
instead realized other factors
contribute to this condition considered
“typical” among new mothers.
“‘A really big shift is the shift
from identification of depression and
treatment to a focus on prevention,’”
said Lyndsay Avalos, a research
scientist of perinatal health. Avalos
cited several factors that could better
help identify at-risk women: a history
of depression or anxiety, physical or
sexual abuse, young age,
complications during pregnancy, and
low income. If one or several of these

factors are present, the mother is
considered a higher risk for post-natal
depression and therefore a candidate
for more intensive counseling services.
The best solution appears to be
noting the symptoms early and
acting from there. “A task force
recommends screening women both
while they are pregnant and within
the first year after giving birth,” said
health and science reporter Brianna
Abbott.
Later in life, however, parents may
become even more at risk for mental
illness if their children has a terminal
diagnosis. Research has found that
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
— while typically associated with
soldiers that have been in combat
and sexual assault survivors— is not
uncommon in parents that have a
child with a life-threatening illness. In
fact, the American Psychiatric
Association’s Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
now considers “life-threatening illness”
as a trigger for PTSD. Examples
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include a child with a genetic
disorder experiencing a seizure,
or the premature birth of a child,
according to the Wall Street
Journal.
‘“Parents understand that
they are fighting for their child’s
life, they are seeing children in
the unit dying, and seeing kids in
pain and that’s trauma,’” said
Anne E. Zazak, the director of
the Center for Healthcare
Delivery Science at Nemours
Children’s Health Systems in
Wilmington, Del.
Parents suffering from this
condition are also apprehensive
to seek help, as many count it as
helping them remain more
vigilant about their child’s
condition and well-being. “‘If
your child’s health status is
unchanged for the duration of
their life or your own, how do

Volume 11, Issue 4

you reorient yourself to regular life
while remaining in anticipation of
the repeat of a traumatic event?”
queered Hillary Savoie, the mother
of an eight year-old prone to
seizures. “‘The thing that is harming
you is also helping you protect your
child.’”
Similar to mother’s at risk for
post-natal depression, researchers
recommend taking action as soon
as possible to better combat the
symptoms and effects. Exercises as
simple as learning coping skills and
developing a trauma narrative
were found by Stanford University
School of Medicine to have helped
reduce the symptoms of anxiety
and depression.
Given that that they are the
primary caretaker of their child,
parents will be all the better if they
are able to identify and combat
mental illness in its earliest stages.
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Marijuana Going Green
By Kira Siligato
With the surging movements on the legalization of marijuana, it brings hope to many that they will
soon be on their way to some natural destressing and alternative medication. The production end of the
industry faces some considerably stressful, but necessary, regulations. One thing many people don’t take into
consideration about the long process to legalization is the agricultural and environmental criteria that an
industry utilizing the environment must adhere to. If we think about regular produce farmers, the average
person is likely able to name some of the industrial regulations that they follow because both the market and
modern education ensure that we are somewhat aware of the process our food has gone through, as well as the
impact it makes on the environment. The marijuana industry faces stigmatized views on its means of
production due to its expansive history of illegality. This devalues the new markets that are producing the plant
to contribute to the legal use of it. We must remember that, like the food we purchase at a grocery store, any
agricultural commodity contributes an impact on our environment. Modern day marijuana farmers are working
in conjunction with legality and regulation to allow this plant to enter the everyday market and be utilized
responsibly and efficiently. Because of this, the growth of this industry is likely to correlate with its growth as an
impact on the environment. Since the topic is very controversial and still being explored, we do not have
definitive evidence to say that more legalization will benefit the environment by lessening the negative impact
that the current methods of growing cause, however there is research that argues for it.
The top issues that stood out while
researching this topic came to be the
electricity output for greenhouses and the
impact on the environment surrounding
outdoor growing ranges. What also stood
out was that in most scientist’s conclusions,
increased legalization and enforced
regulation of the industry would help to
relieve these environmentally damaging
setbacks as well as carry into improving
society by minimizing the black market for
marijuana.
With electricity, indoor growing for
year-round production brings up intensive
numbers of energy output as these plants
require constant high-energy bulbs to grow
properly in conjunction with other systems
to keep air quality optimal. This requires farmers to be able to connect to the power grid and to not be putting
themselves in a situation where they may be caught using energy for something that is illegal; “When indoor
operations are run illegally, they’re even more energy intensive, because growers will often use diesel or
gasoline generators to avoid pulling power from the grid and being detected,” says one article discussing the
environmental impact. Once the first step of becoming legally regulated is taken care of, there is more
likelihood that some farmers will be open to suggestions about choosing renewable energy sources. This may,
in turn, help to eliminate a decent percentage of their eco-footprint caused by fossil fuel-dependent electricity.
If more focus were to be put on making this eco-friendly transition, much of the controversy over the
inadequacy of this industry would be more of an attraction to producing marijuana legally; it is a way to resolve
part of the controversy that prevents the legal, medically applicable benefits of this plant.
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When not using indoor growing systems, farmers utilize a lot of space for these large crops. This requires
that space to be cleared of any trees or other plants that may interrupt growing. Altering any environment for
any purpose means that an ecosystem is being affected. Especially in commercial production such as this, the
introduction of chemicals and pesticides used to manage these areas poses harm to any surrounding bio
organisms. For this reason, many say that bringing the legalization of marijuana into full effect is an
environmental quandary, but isn’t any other crop? “...the total area under marijuana cultivation in California is
likely low compared with that of traditional Californian crops such as grapes, hay, or tomatoes,” states the
scientific journal, BioScience. Negative attention is brought to this crop, again largely due to its stigmatized
history, but that does not lessen the effects of pesticides and other non-natural additives brought on by the
much larger food industry in comparison. This is an issue of regenerative farming and research on alternative
farming methods. It is something that the entire movement towards being able to sustain organic products
involves and the data and ideas from this sort of research is applicable to both industries mentioned.
Marijuana, compared to most other crops, can make a transformative
impact on society through its use as a possible medicinal cure to many ailments,
ranging from cancer and other severe conditions to insomnia and acute mental
illness. When brought into discussion, people should continue to raise
environmental questions about the industry and about the continuation of its
cultivation so that this aspect can begin to be explored and resolved. With that,
the negative stigma and culture that has been attached to marijuana can be
dissolved through seeing this as a legitimate and respectful business working
under proper law and regulation. To truly utilize this plant for all of the
restorative solutions or aids that is capable of, it must be cleared of any unjust
and unsafe production. Just as society has grown to desire with the food they
consume, these farmers must begin (or at least have the opportunity to begin)
the transition to ensuring their products are pure and fit for human consumption. An improved focus on optimal
environmental conditions through policy would allow for this. With an increased opportunity to contribute to
the legal marijuana market, society may then be able to chip away at another portion of the crime that
surrounds the illegal market for marijuana. It can also benefit the meta of efforts to transition to green solutions
as it adds another field to the research behind regenerative and sustainable farming. BioScience again writes,
“Neglecting discussion of the environmental impacts of cultivation when shaping future marijuana use and
possession policies represents a missed opportunity to reduce, regulate, and mitigate environmental harm.”
Scientists and other professionals who would be the best individuals to contribute to this transition may not
want to be open to these ideas due to the controversy of the topic. Without being open to discussion, the illegal
side of this industry will continue to make its footprint on our environment and will be able to proceed doing so
while the legal industry is at a somewhat standstill in its environmental progression. Not raising awareness of
these aspects will not erase their impact on the environment, and with the tremendous growth of this industry,
it is only projectable that it will continue to grow and continue to have an impact. Properly and promptly
regulating the marijuana industry is the quickest way that politicians and others concerned can begin to
eradicate its illegal market and bring it into proper, efficient, and responsible use, thus opening the door to
further research on its relationship with our environment.
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.com/post
By Jenna Brownstein
Interview with Dr. Jill Lipoti and Dorothy Lee
Whenever I hear the word compost, I see people cringe. I don’t understand this response,
similar to how I don’t understand why people blanch and shrink away when they hear the
word vegan. It’s perplexing, to say the least. Compost is organic matter that has been
decomposed naturally. Organic matter that has been composted essentially turns to soil.
That newly composted nutrient-rich soil, in turn, helps grow the food you eat. It is the
opposite of cringe-worthy: it is heart-warming.
Compost is a form of Zero Waste, a sustainable practice that promotes a circular
economy. A circular economy is aimed to reduce or minimize waste as much as possible
and reuse what we already have. What we take from the Earth, we are giving back using no
new products, whilst minimizing our contribution to Greenhouse Gasses (GHGs). Sounds
good, right? So how come less than a third of Americans compost?
A popular, yet inaccurate theory is that people are not educated on the matter.
While education is important, how many of you reading this know about composting, but
do not compost? Why is that? While education may be an important factor, it is not the key
motivator behind action. I believe a more important factor is accessibility. Garbage and
recycling bins are placed in every building across all of the campuses here at Rutgers.
Frequently, the lids indicating ‘trash’ or ‘recycle’ are mismatched, resulting in waste going
into the wrong receptacle. Organic matter that could be composted instead finds its way
into trash, or worse, recycling containers. Not a single building at Rutgers has a Compost
bin available for students to dispose of their organic waste. So I ask, where does all that
compostable waste go?
I interviewed Dr. Jill Lipoti, an Assistant Teaching Professor in the Department of Human
Ecology; and then student Dorothy Lee, founder and president of the Rutgers Compost
Club. In my interview with Dr. Lipoti, I asked her where Rutgers food waste goes, if not to
compost? Dr. Lipoti responds: “Landfills! 40% of our food waste goes to landfills which are
a big contributor to climate change.” GHGs such as Methane and Carbon Dioxide are
produced at a much faster rate in landfills than anywhere else on earth because the gasses
of compostable waste are not properly managed. The mismanagement of compost can lead
to the terrible smell characteristic of most landfills today, that of rotten food and trash. It
is important to know what to compost and what not to compost to avoid having it smell
like a rotting landfill, rather than soil and earth.
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Tucked away on the outskirts of Cook Campus is a student-run Compost Club
where Dorothy Lee showed me the compost bins. These bins are made of wood and
filled with what smells like fresh air and soil. Dorothy said that it really comes down to
what you put in your compost and what you should definitely not put in your compost.
Avoid meats, fats/oils, dairy products, plastics, and pet waste. These items will stink up
your compost and ultimately results in the type of soil you do not want to use when
growing your food. Some common forms of waste you want in your compost are fruits
and vegetables, egg shells (not the yolks), coffee grounds and filters, tea bags (but not
the tag and the staple), shredded paper, and leaves.
“A really good sign that your compost is healthy are the worms,” Dorothy said,
“when you see worms, you know you’re headed in the right direction.”
“Composting is not the sole solution to climate change,” Dr. Lipoti says, “it is a
sustainable method that helps reduce our GHG emissions.” Raising awareness to an
already misunderstoond topic such as composting is a tricky matter. If you would like
to learn more about composting and how to do it yourself, consider attending a
Rutgers Compost Club meeting! Scheduled every other Tuesday (upcoming meetings
are 3/15 & 2/12) in the George H. Cook room in the Cook Student Center, from 9:15 to
10:15 pm. There will also be food scraps collection every Sunday starting February 17th
in front of the Hillel House on College Avenue. Look out for Dorothy Lee (pictured
below) and hand her a brown paper bag of your food scraps. It’s time to give back, let’s
help reduce GHGs and give back to Earth!
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Jersey Winter an Ongoing Headache
By: Toyosi Dickson
On November 16th, 2018 parts of the state of New Jersey were forecasted to be blanketed in a small
snow shower; with projected accumulations of one to three inches that should later wash away as snow shifted
to rain. By the afternoon, predictions began to shift as snow fell heavier and accumulated well past three inches
in Northern Jersey. The majority of the highways and streets were not prepared with the usual road salt and
stand-by snow plows for the early unexpected storm. The combination of conditions would lead to dangerous
and extensive traffic jams on highways and local roads. Dangerous road conditions would contribute to over 200
car accidents just that day. Many can recount simple 20 to 45 minute commutes instead taking several hours
because of impacted traffic conditions. Following the strong nor’easter, New Jersey was engulfed in a large dip
in temperatures as Thanksgiving approached. This event marked the third autumn in the decade where a winter
storm occurred, and the last major storm of 2018.

November Storm

Though the New Year has passed, 2018 has left behind memorable moments in terms of winter weather
conditions of recent record. The year 2018 had a series of strong precipitation and storm events that impacted
the state. The winter of 2018 was marked by a blizzard near the Jersey Shore, a warmer than average February,
and four nor’easter storms in the month of March. These atypical weather events lead to waves of school
closures and “state of emergency” declarations. On top of all that, the state was faced with a record-breaking flu
season, which was labeled one of the worst in recent years. By late December, the year itself was characterized
as the wettest on record in New Jersey’s history. Though not all of the abnormal precipitation events were
exclusive to winter.
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Despite the blustering early start to winter in November, New Jersey has experienced relatively mild
average temperatures this past January. The first month of 2019 has technically been unremarkable in terms of
temperature, because January typically has moderate to large fluctuations between warm and cold
temperatures. The first day was marked by temperatures as high as 65⁰F in parts of NJ like Atlantic City. Yet the
last day of the month, the 31st, was one of the coldest days in New Jersey on record for the past few decades.
While not much can be said in terms of unusual snowfall for the month, January has given the majority of the
state its first squall of the year. A snow squall is a short but intense period of time (lasting only minutes), in
which strong winds and heavy snow lead to white-out conditions leaving up to an inch or less of snow. January
was filled with strong highs and lows, beginning warm and ending cold.
Thus far, the month of February has had some close calls with major storm systems just moving under
or over the state. Including some snow events washed-out by rain due to approaching warm fronts. New Jersey
has recently experienced freezing rain and snow events due to some mild weather, leading to cancelled classes
and school closures. For those hoping for an early spring and believe in the meaning of Groundhog Day, prepare
to be disappointed, the bashful rodent has predicted six more weeks of winter.
Snow falls on two people walking on Water
Street in Newton, Friday as a snow squall
passes over the county.
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Reduce, Reuse, and Reuse Again

Marissa O’Connor
Fashions come and go, and many trends from the mid-20th century are
nostalgically making their ways back into the spotlight. We have seen bell-bottoms
make a comeback, so who is to say the Milkman cannot do the same thing? No— not
technically the actual Milkman who wears white and leaves milk in small glass jars,
but something of the sorts. It is a project called “Loop”, where the World’s largest
brand companies (such as Procter & Gamble, Unilever, Nestlé, PepsiCo, Clorox, CocaCola, Danone, Mars, and others) have come together to create an alternative to
recycling.
Let’s face it. There are a lot of people who do not know how to recycle properly
and some do not recycle at all. As stated by TerraCycle CEO, Tom Szaky, “recycling is a
failing industry”. A portion of recyclables from the United States are sent elsewhere,
namely China, who recently stopped accepting clam-shell plastics, as well as
unsorted paper. Unrecycled plastic causes issues for the environment. They
eventually degrade into microplastics, collect in the oceans, and are found strewn
across terrestrial habitats. The Royal Statistical Society named its 2018 international
statistic of the year as “91% of all the plastic waste ever created has never been
recycled”. A shocking statistic that gives a peek into just how flawed the current
system is.
When the world no longer needed the Milkman, the profession suffered, but so
did the planet due to the increased use of plastic drink containers.
Loop was created by TerraCycle to achieve two goals. One goal is to reduce the
amount of waste created, and the other is to reduce the amount of plastics not being
recycled. It seeks to utilize a system of high-quality packaging materials that can be
returned, either online or to a retailer, only to be delivered back refilled, over and over
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again. CEO Tom Szaky says “Loop brings back the old 'milkman model,' where
products are delivered to your door at the same time empties are picked up, washed,
refilled and readied for delivery to another customer.” Loop service begins this
Spring out of two regions, one being New York (which includes areas of New Jersey
and Pennsylvania), and the other Ile-de-France, which is the region in north-central
France surrounding Paris. The service works as e-commerce, slightly like Amazon,
where people utilize a website to schedule a delivery for their goods. People have to
pay a small deposit fee for the containers used, but if they decide to stop using the
service, the deposit is given back in exchange for the containers.
The types of products available are not only limited to milk, but also mouthwash,
shampoo, ice cream, deodorants, basically almost anything that comes from a plastic
bottle. This type of business venture is currently happening on a small scale. It is only
available to a small niche of people due to its small number of locations. Most of
these stores offer limited products, and are in high profile regions such as New York,
unable yet to provide for larger sets of populations. By creating an e-commerce
business, Loop makes itself more widely available, but also affordable to more
people.
As for the environmental standpoint, "It takes five Loop cycles of fill and reuse
to be better from an environmental standpoint," said P&G’s Helias. The concept of
Loop seems convincing and promising.
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Environmental Entrepreneur
Spotlight: Kenny Chiarella
By Darrian Beam
Kenny Chiarella is graduate of Rutgers School of Arts and Sciences
where he majored in Political Science. Now he’s continuing his education
at New York Law School while running his own business out of his
parents’ basement. If that isn’t dedication I don’t know what is. I had the
pleasure of taking a course with Kenny during his last semester. We both
took Food and Agriculture Systems, and as per course requirements, each
presented a research project to our class. Popular topics included
addressing food scarcity and agricultural technology. Instead, Kenny
talked about worms, and he was somehow able to capture everyone’s
attention. To the class’s surprise, he revealed he has been running his own
vermiculture company, Cheap Worms for Sale, since he was sixteen.
Kenny proceeded to give us the inside scoop on how exactly worms can be
bred and used for composting. His witty demeanor and confidence took
over the room; it is no wonder he is so successful for his age. Needless to
say, I was very excited to interview him for this Environmental
Entrepreneur Spotlight!
Kenny’s company had humble beginnings. He started off selling
worms for bait at his town’s farmer’s market. Once he got a handle on the
process of worm cultivation, Kenny started selling on Ebay, then built his
own website and eventually became a successful seller on Amazon. After
three years in business, Kenny was producing large enough margins to
quit his day job and focus on vermiculture. Kenny refuses to take all of the
credit for his success, claiming, “I’m lucky, the worms do the work for
me.” The worms may take center stage, but behind the scenes Kenny has
expended an exceptional amount of time researching vermiculture and
aims to convey his knowledge to his customers so that they too can keep
successful worm colonies and create a healthy composting bin at home.
The care he puts into providing valuable, in depth information to his
consumers sets him apart from his competitors.
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As if excelling in his academics and providing a quality product to his
customers isn’t enough, Kenny also strives to improve the environmental
sustainability of his business. We talked about what he has been able to
accomplish in this area so far and his ideas for improval in the future. One
way he incorporates sustainability into his business is by using a heat sink to
reduce energy usage in his workspace. He explained this the set-up as,
“Dark colored barrels or a container by a south-facing window that absorb
the heat of the sun and radiate the heat through the night.”. Additionally,
Kenny started making his own packaging filler by shredding paper. He
explained that there are other ways he could improve upon his
environmental approach to business and that includes using biodegradable
tape to seal his packages, but this is rather costly. I think Kenny’s efforts to
grow and maintain an eco-friendly business so far have been nothing shy of
successful and I highly recommend some time to check out his company’s
website!
I know you’ll be reading this so best of luck Kenny, warm wishes from your
fellow Scarlet Knights, we hope to hear about your business endeavours in

Kenny’s Pet Pig

Worms from his
Composting Bin
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Waste Photo Essay on Voorhees Mall
by Benjamin Brizuela
As a student at Rutgers University - New Brunswick, you begin to understand where the high
traffic are on campuses. One of them would be Voorhees Mall on College Ave. While you walk
through it, you can see people throw away the smallest items of litter onto the Voorhees lawn.
Each of my photos depicts some of the waste that is spread throughout our Rutgers
University Campus. This waste can carry environmental dangers. The more we begin to litter, the
sooner we’ll see more climate change. There are many factors that can contribute to climate change
but I am choosing to focus on the waste that is left behind by our students and faculty.
Try to make an effort to hold onto that trash until you make it to the garbage can. According
to an article by Andrea Barolini, titled “We have 12 years to avoid a climate catastrophe”, “If not
curbed, this trend will lead the Earth to exceed the threshold of +1.5 degrees between 2030 and
2052 (according to the different scenarios the SR15 took into consideration). This means that in just
12 years we could reach the temperature rise that the Paris Agreement hypothesized for 2100. And
if the trend remains unvaried for the rest of the century, a catastrophic scenario is certain, as we’d
reach a +3 degree rise at this pace.” If we were to reach a +3 degree rise, the arctic ocean would be
free of ice, the coral reefs would vanish, and ultimately many species would go extinct. So let’s get it
together and save the world.
Works Cited
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Breathing in the Dark:
The Crippling Persistence of Black Lung Disease in Coal Country
By: Gayatri Anguloori

The rolling hills and mountainous
terrains of Appalachia have always been
home to the largest deposits of coal in the
United States—making states like
Kentucky, West Virginia, and others, major
hubs for coal mining. Due to the rurality and
lack of other industries in these areas, coal
mining jobs are some of the best paying
jobs in central Appalachia. However, with
all economic benefits aside, miners have a
long history of being stricken with a chain
of health concerns—rooted in their
exposure to fatal toxins while mining. Due
to the nature of coal deposits, miners have
to drill through 50-60 inches of rock to
reach the coal, thus, increasing the amount
of dust inhaled as they cut through more
rock.
The major disease that is unique to
coal miners, caused by the inhalation of
rock dust and silica, is black lung disease.
More formally known as coal workers’
pneumoconiosis (CWP), black lung disease
is debilitating. Those who are affected
mention that they struggle for air, wheeze,
and cannot come to perform general tasks
without being out of breath. If left

untreated, CWP can develop into a more
fatal complication, known as progressive
massive fibrosis, in which the lungs are
largely inflamed and black in color.
According to the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), 416 cases of progressive massive
fibrosis from 2013-2017 were all diagnosed
in Appalachia. Scott Laney, an NIOSH
epidemiologist, mentions that this is the
“largest cluster of progressive massive
fibrosis or complicated black lung ever
reported in scientific literature” (NPR). In
other mining counties, there were 644
cases of recorded black lung disease
within just three years— not accounting
for the cases that were not formally
recorded (NPR).
So, why are cases of black lung
disease flaring up so frequently in recent
years when coal mining has been around
for so long? Well, this can be explained by
the rapid decline of the coal industry as the
natural gas sector grows and takes its
place, thus, leaving many miners out of
their jobs. Since 2010, about 40,000 coal
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NIOSH-Healthy lung to advanced black lung disease.
miners have done for decades—many of which
put their careers and families before their
health. Compensation and preventive
measures continue to be compromised by the

miners have lost their jobs—many of
which are finally going to their first chest
x-rays and check-ups in decades.
Although it is illegal to prevent miners
from getting medical examinations,
mining companies are quick to replace
miners with “able bodied workers” if they
find out that current employees are
receiving associated health screenings—
alluding to the possibility that they have
contracted black lung disease.

coal corporations that fund and work
closely with powerful lawmakers, making
it difficult for the former to be held
accountable.

Insufficient funds, stricken with
debt, and characterized by their burden on
taxpayers, organizations like the Black
Lung Disability Trust Fund, do not
adequately protect and compensate coal

Charles Wayne Stanley, a Virginian
miner, got his first ever chest x-ray after
being a miner for 30 years. He says that, “If

miners for the tragedies they face (The
Washington Post). For a country that was
largely built on the hard work, good will, and
dedication of the coal miners who tapped into
the energy that revolutionized this nation, it is
more than fair to provide them with the
humane working conditions, uncompromised
medical service, and adequate compensation
that they duly deserve.

you're working and you go and have that stuff
done and the company finds out about it,
they'll find a way to get rid of you” because you
are now considered a “liability” to the
company. This perspective of the coal
companies is dehumanizing and
unappreciative of the work generations of
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Is Your Phone More Important Than Your Life?
By Natalia Binkowski
We are always complaining about how horrible the service is on our phones.
We may even pay ridiculous amounts of money just so we can have “four bars” instead
of three. Many people do not think of, or even realize, that our precious phones and the
signals that they emit, can potentially be quite dangerous to our bodies and the
environment. There has been word of companies working on newer 5G technology that is
to be released in the near future. 5G is the next-generation of mobile networks that is
beyond 4G LTE. As of now, there are a few major cities that are being used as “test
cities” by Verizon and Sprint. 5G “small” cell antennas (which in reality are not very small)
are planned to be placed in street lights, trashcans, utility poles, and bus stops. All of
these added installations will increase radiation that people are exposed to because they
will be adding to previous technology’s frequencies- not replacing them. And if this plan
for 5G goes through, radiation could become a threat to our health and the world we live
in.

Even though cell phones and all the technologies that go hand-in-hand with them
have not been around for enough time to perform intensive long-term studies, there have
been experiments done that show what can potentially happen in the future. We know
that radiation causes cancer and tumors based on tests done after major events such as
World War II. Peer-reviewed scientific publications already show that our current
technology might be harming us, so it might not be the best idea to implement more
technology just for the sake of a better phone connection. The United States,
unfortunately, does not have as strict radiation laws and regulations as other countries,
which puts us at a greater risk of many diseases and cancers.
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There have been experiments that have shown that “these waves interact directly
with human skin, specifically the sweat glands. Dr. Ben-Ishai of...Hebrew University,
Israel recently detailed how human sweat ducts act like an array of helical antennas
when exposed to these wavelengths” (ehtrust.org). Also, Dr. Magda Havas wrote an
open letter concerning health effects associated with 5G and radiation and in it she writes
that “people who live within 300 to 500 m of cellular phone base stations and within 2 km
of radio or TV broadcast antennas have a greater risk of developing and/or dying from
cancer than those who live further away. Children are especially vulnerable to this
radiation” (Havas 4). Doctors are
concerned for our health because
all of this radiation and constant
exposure to it is making humans
more and more vulnerable to a
wide range of potential diseases
and health issues. Many people
do not even realize or know that
these effects are even possible.
Another unfortunate aspect
of 5G being implemented is that
communities in which these
technologies are being installed
do not have a say in whether they
want it or not. According to the
Environmental Health Trust
website, “US state and federal governments are moving forth regulations which would
make the right of way in front of homes as available sites for 5G transmitters – without
consent of the property owners” (ehtrust.org). People will not even get to state their
opinions about something that can affect them and their families negatively in the long
run. These mini cell towers are planned to be put all over when in reality we do not need
as many as are being proposed. They will be placed every two to ten homes which, quite
frankly, seems unnecessary and excessive. Before the government and companies
decide to construct cell towers all over the place, they should educate the common
people about potential harmful effects of radiation and perhaps have a vote. Why should
they assume that people will want these health risks just to have better phone service?
Maybe it’s about time that these huge industries take human wellbeing into account
instead of focusing solely on money and wealth.
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My Experience at NJ Conservation Foundation

Sarah Ekenezar
This past January, I had the opportunity to be an extern at the
New Jersey Conservation Foundation. NJCF is a non-profit
organization that works to protect New Jersey farmland and other
lands. One way they do this is by occasionally working with local
landowners and farmers to eventually purchase these lands and
keep them preserved as open space. According to their website,
“The mission of New Jersey Conservation Foundation is to preserve
land and natural resources throughout New Jersey for the benefit of
all.” Most recently, they’ve acquired 120,000 acres of land, which I
still find incredibly impressive. They have also worked to stop the
construction of the PennEast pipeline which would create a new
natural gas pipeline that would cut through several wetlands and
negatively affect endangered species there.
With the amount of connections they have with land owners
and other environmental organizations, it is not too surprising that
they were able to fight for issues like that for so long. In fact, NJCF
was created in 1960 and was originally known as the Great Swamp
Committee. This small group of native New Jerseyans were able to
stop the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey from building
the region’s fourth major airport in the iconic Great Swamp area.
Their efforts eventually led to the formation of New Jersey’s first
National Wildlife Refuge.
They do their best to preserve New Jersey’s open space “using
every legal means available for land protection to achieve
conservation goals.” They have also worked with several
environmental groups and citizen organizations, like the
Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions, and the
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Pinelands Preservation Alliance on different projects. The NJCF
headquarters is located in a quaint, rural spot in Far Hills. You could
only imagine my expression when I walked in and saw a bathtub
inside. The building itself was actually once a mansion and was
converted into what it is today. It had a very warm atmosphere,
especially since it was once a home. There was a very close-knit vibe
there and it was rare to not hear staff members laughing as they
worked. I had to occasionally close my jaw as it kept opening in
surprise since most offices don’t usually have a laid back feel. It
certainly put me at ease and made me feel very comfortable there.
After I got a tour of the building, I was able to meet the staff
members and learn about some of the projects they were working
on. Soon, I was ready to go straight to work. I began sorting out
different reports and organizing survey data. I was in for quite the
surprise when I was told I wouldn’t only do mundane office tasks,
but that I would also be going to one of the NJCF’s preserved
properties with two other externs and a staff member. We wore
bright orange vests that made us feel like actual officials as we
worked and also had protective glasses to shield our eyes from
flying debris.
As we went around the property, we picked up litter, clipped
overgrown thorn bushes, and re-hammered old NJCF signs onto
some trees to mark boundaries. Along the way, the staff member
taught us how to identify different species of poison ivy and toxic
mushrooms so we could avoid them as we cleaned up. Eventually,
we split into two groups to cover the area faster, and I quickly
noticed that the direct route to the next part of the property was
blocked by a frozen river. Erring on the side of caution, I turned
around to take the longer path along the route, but saw that the
staff member was climbing down from the higher terrain and was
beginning to walk toward the river.
At that point, I started to wonder if she had dropped
something, but no. She sat down on the frozen river and slowly
scooted all the way to the other side. As she was scooting along, she
calmly told me that it wasn’t her first time crossing a river, but that
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did little to diminish my concerns. The whole time she was going I
kept thinking to myself, “What is she thinking?” and “What if the
river just cracks under her?”
After that brave act, she pulled out a portable GPS like nothing
out of the ordinary happened, and quickly showed me how to use
it. The GPS was unique since it allowed us to log accurate positions
into it so we could always get back to where we were previously. It
was also critical to have it because the area we were in was rather
remote, and most online maps wouldn’t be able to pick up our
exact location. Later on, we joined the other group to look for any
signs of trespassing or development and took pictures to have
evidence of anything we did find. Our forest adventure eventually
came to an end, with the externs and I out of breath and shivering,
while the staff member looked fairly normal. Things resumed
normally after that.
All in all, I was really glad for my brief experience in an
environmental field since it allowed me to understand just how
complicated land preservation is. It isn’t as easy and simple as
giving money to people since that money has to be obtained from
somewhere, and also has to negotiate with potential sellers,
sometimes for months or even years. There are several aspects in
sustainability including conservation, policy, and stewardship- even
though people are usually only aware of the stewardship aspect. I
have respect for NJCF since they understand the value of protecting
the environment, but also understand its recreational usage
through things like open parks. What a great time that was.
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A Sustainable Trend in Fashion?
by Jamie Cohen
Everyday, fashion is seen in the media, on celebrities, and even on college campuses.
Fashion is an outlet for people to express themselves and to identify who they want to be.
Fashion does have social, economic, and environmental implications that are often overlooked
for the value of fast fashion. Yet, there is a new fashion trend making headlines in the media,
which is sustainable fashion. Now the question becomes, what is sustainable fashion? And can
fashion ever be sustainable?
According to Tania Arrayales from the
Huffington Post, “ there is no set definition...but
sustainability is how we make and intake
fashion” (Arrayales 2017). Sustainable fashion is
comprised
of social, economical, and
environmental factors of how the articles of
clothing is made and distributed to the mass
population. Tania further identifies seven
categories that are under the umbrella term,
“sustainable fashion”. They are as follows:
“Made locally; green and clean; high quality; fair
and ethical; remake, reuse and upcycle; rent,
loan, swap, and second hand” (Arrayales 2017).
In essence, sustainable fashion encompasses
where the materials and clothing are made, how
the clothing is made, who is affected by how the
clothing is made, and how consumers can take
initiative to be sustainable in their own lives by
ways of recycling and reusing clothing.
To further this sustainable movement in the fashion industry, celebrities and style icons
are pushing their own sustainability efforts. On the subject of celebrity involvement, Luna
Atamian from the Huffington Post explains, “From Emma Watson who recently set up and
Instagram account to post her eco-friendly looks, to Reformation, the fashion startup that
offers sustainably manufactured trendy clothes supported by celebrities such as Taylor Swift
and Alexa Chung, a new wave of fresh and revitalizing content and products is developing,
catering to consumers’ sustainable preferences” (Atamian 2017). Since celebrities such as
Emma Watson or Taylor Swift are current in pop culture and the media, they often become role
models for younger and older people who see them perform or act. Celebrities have an
audience and therefore have the ability to spread awareness of sustainable fashion to the mass
population.
On the other hand, sustainable fashion may not be as feasible to promote because of
consumer behavior. In the International Journal of Consumer Studies, Lisa McNeill showcases
a study that reveals consumers’ behavior towards sustainable fashion. McNeill explains, “The
findings of this study suggests that fashion consumers’ attitude towards sustainability in their
fashion purchasing is determined by their general level of concern for social and
environmental well-being, their perceptions towards sustainable fashion and their prior
behavior in relation to ethical consumption actions” (McNeill 2015). These findings propose
that consumers willing to advocate for and wear sustainable clothing are people who already
have knowledge of the social, economic, and environmental problems within the industry.
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In addition, McNeill reveals that people who see fashion as a way to express their
individual self do not feel obliged to change their consumption behaviors (McNeill 2017). The
issue of the sustainable fashion trend does not lie on what embodies the trend, but rather how
the trend is accepted by the population. Fashion may become an outlet to promote sustainable
changes in the globalized economy, but could potentially be unsuccessful due to consumer
behavior and attitudes. Will this trend succeed or fail? This question is left unanswered for
now, but the answer may become clear in near the future.
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Parrots Addicted to Opium?
Poppy farmers in the Madhya Pradesh
region of India have struggled this season with
an invasion of parrots in their fields. The parrots
have become regular visitors, as they seem to
continuously feed an opium addiction that has
developed over a long period of poppy
consumption.
The farmers have resorted to measures as
extreme as firecrackers to scare away the birds,
although efforts have been largely unsuccessful.
Rather, the farmers must watch in despair as the

https://www.livescience.com/64908-parrots-poppy-farm-india.html
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